AFTER CARE:
You can wash your face normally with anything mild.
You can use ice on it if you want.
For one week, keep a little bit of Vaseline or Aquaphor on brows and lips 24/7; you don’t have to put it on
your eyeliner.
The entire top layer of pigment must come off. You can brush over it with your finger or a Q-Tip very
gently to wipe off anything that’s loose but DO NOT SCRUB IT OFF OR PICK IT OFF. Let it flake off
when it’s ready.

PRICING AND POLICIES:
A non-refundable $50 deposit is required for all appointments. It will be applied to the price of
your service. Appointments can be re-scheduled, if necessary, up to 24 hours in advance.
Cancellations with less than 24 hour notice forfeit the deposit.
Pricing for new procedures is as follows:
Eyebrows - $300
Eyeliner, top and bottom - $300
Top Eyeliner Only - $200
Bottom Eyeliner Only - $100
Lip Liner - $300
Full Lip Color - $400
Pricing for touchups: (Every 1 to 3 years)
Eyebrows, Top and Bottom Eyeliner, or Lip Liner - $150
Eyeliner, Top Only or Bottom Only - $100
Full Lip Color - $200
If the color and shape are still there but too light and just need to have the color freshened, it is a
touchup. If they are so faded that I have to re-draw them and pretty much start over, it will be
considered a new procedure. Once you leave the office, the procedure is over. A FOLLOW UP
VISITS ON ANY PROCEDURE WITHIN 2 MONTHS ARE ALWAYS $50. This can be to change or add
color, for small shape adjustments, to add thickness or darkness, to fill in light spots, or “just for
good measure”. Corrections of other artists’s work is on a per visit basis. Please ask.
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